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FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 12 Aug 2015 03:54
_____________________________________

cornography n, [kor-nog-ruh-fee] - an intense display of corny or clever jokes, commonly used in
various kinds of recovery

side effects of viewing cornographic images will include laughter, rolling of the eyes, the
occasional snort, and general irritation. extreme cases were known to include diarrhea,
coughing, vomiting, and well...

[spoiler][/spoiler]

if you experience any symptoms for more than 4 hours, you're welcome.

HISTORY OF CORNOGRAPHY -

i am a firm believer in this. and i am sick and tired of posting on other people's forsaken "just
having fun" threads that cordnoy keeps reviving from the dead. i am getting increasingly
depressed by posting on the depressed person's chill spot, and i feel like i already ate and
digested all the "chulint" i could handle. hell, i even made an ??? ???

sooooo, i am starting my own blog, that will, at least for some time, be updated and active, but
hopefully be interactive. i encourage everyone to PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE help, as humor
therapy should be a group effort. you all have talent - I'VE SEEN IT.

corndnoycordnoy is so good at it, that if this were a corny army, i would appoint him ...
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Warning: Spoiler!

rabbosai, the indians called corn "maize". they must have thought corny jokes were just
"amazing". but my motto for this blog is - NO JOKE IS TOO STUPID. you have my word that i
will at least try to laugh at every attempt at humor that anyone makes here. feel good that you
may be giving me or someone else chizuk - or at least you will be annoying "the urge" right out
of them.

so friends. romans, countrymen, give me your EARS of corn...

BRING OUT THE POPCORN, LET THE SHOW BEGIN...

[zemmy, if you're reading this, let it never be said that i do not take my ????? seriously. ?' ??
?????? ????? ????? ????? ???]

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by cordnoy - 05 Nov 2015 19:38
_____________________________________

markz wrote:

peloni almoni wrote:

speaking of trucks and where you can put them ... make sure not to park in the helige rebbe rav
mark's spot ...
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IF YOU PARK IN THE RABBI'S SPOT

You will be Cementing the Relationship

A man who drives a cement mixer truck for a living notices a strange car parked in his driveway
and assumes the owner is having an affair with his wife. As revenge he fills the car with
concrete. He walks into his house with shouts of "Mazel Tov" to discover that the car was a
present from his wife

Ahem.....what movie were you watchin'?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 06 Nov 2015 01:32
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote:

markz wrote:

peloni almoni wrote:

speaking of trucks and where you can put them ... make sure not to park in the helige rebbe rav
mark's spot ...
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IF YOU PARK IN THE RABBI'S SPOT

You will be Cementing the Relationship

A man who drives a cement mixer truck for a living notices a strange car parked in his driveway
and assumes the owner is having an affair with his wife. As revenge he fills the car with
concrete. He walks into his house with shouts of "Mazel Tov" to discover that the car was a
present from his wife

Ahem.....what movie were you watchin'?

reb markz - i am truly PROUD to host your 500th post. that you for choosing peloni almoni's
hard-core unfiltered cornography blog for all your posting needs. have a corny day.

cords - ???? ???? ?????

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Yesod - 06 Nov 2015 03:26
_____________________________________

What in Lords name is going on in this place

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 06 Nov 2015 03:45
_____________________________________
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Yesod wrote:

What in Lords name is going on in this place

welcome friend. you have much to learn.

========================================================================
====

Cornography coming in to my head during tefilla
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 06 Nov 2015 04:08
_____________________________________

Okay, here is a really disturbing problem I am having repeatedly. And I am wondering if anyone
else is having the same problem. Brace yourself, it sounds really weird, but it is true.

So, specifically during Krias Shema, my mind almost immediately brings up silly jokes that I
have heard in the past....

========================================================================
====

Re: Cornography coming in to my head during tefilla
Posted by peloni almoni - 06 Nov 2015 04:50
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

Okay, here is a really disturbing problem I am having repeatedly. And I am wondering if anyone
else is having the same problem. Brace yourself, it sounds really weird, but it is true.

So, specifically during Krias Shema, my mind almost immediately brings up silly jokes that I
have heard in the past....
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follow these easy steps:

1. take a pen and paper to shul

2. when these jokes enter your mind, stop, and write them down

3. after davening, review them for quality purposes

4. immediately after davening, post them to this website

5. be sure to indicate by each joke which part of davening/which brachas of shemoneh esreh
the joke entered your mind (we want to know where the shefa came from)

example: EFRON HACHITI had a nickname. his nickname was LOU. as it says:

????? ?? ????? ???? ?? ??? ?? ?????

I THOUGHT OF THIS JOKE DURING LAINING

example: a guy goes to his rabbi and says he made his telephone modem hekdesh. his rabbi
asked why he would do something like that. the guy responded: i said in shemoneh esreh:

????? ????? ??

i give my modem to you

I THOUGH OF THIS JOKE DURING THE BRACHA OF AVOS WHEN I WAS HOPING IT
WOULD BE MODIM ALREADY

example: DOVID HAMELECH forsaw that some of the members of the baltimore ravens would
be delinquent in alimony and child support payments. hashem in his great mercy, feeds their ex-
wives and kids. as it says:

???? ????? ???? ???? ???? ??? ?????

I DID NOT THINK OF THIS JOKE DURING ACTUAL DAVENING. I CAME LATE TO
SHACHARIS AND HAD TO SKIP THIS HALLELUKA. BUT DURING CHAZARAS HASHATZ
(?!?) I WAS LOOKING UP THE SPORTS SCORES ON MY PHONE, AND I REMEMBERED
THIS JOKE WHEN I SAW THE RAVENS SCORE.
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i can go on, but i think you get the picture.

========================================================================
====

Re: Cornography coming in to my head during tefilla
Posted by markz - 06 Nov 2015 05:11
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

Okay, here is a really disturbing problem I am having repeatedly. And I am wondering if anyone
else is having the same problem. Brace yourself, it sounds really weird, but it is true.

So, specifically during Krias Shema, my mind almost immediately brings up silly jokes that I
have heard in the past....

That's because you say She Shem Shema like a Na Nach - it is funny!

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Yesod - 06 Nov 2015 05:15
_____________________________________

Must've come here by accident, im sorry

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 06 Nov 2015 18:22
_____________________________________

========================================================================
====
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Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Shlomo24 - 06 Nov 2015 18:48
_____________________________________

WOW! i love this thread guys. kudos mark

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 06 Nov 2015 19:20
_____________________________________

Shlomo24 wrote:

WOW! i love this thread guys. kudos mark

Before I get swallowed alive by the fish I will remind you and NEVER FORGET it's the rabbi in
the sombrero that created this thread.

Btw If we had to vote - in my opinion the most hilarious line was this

Yesod wrote:

What in Lords name is going on in this place

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by cordnoy - 06 Nov 2015 19:54
_____________________________________

markz wrote:

Before I get swallowed alive by the fish 
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Accordin' to most sources, "Fish" was chucked into the water at the end of the last episode in
Season 1.

There have been rumors lately that there might be a return.

Sadly, I am lookin' forward.

That fish was ruthless.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 08 Nov 2015 00:26
_____________________________________

markz wrote:

Shlomo24 wrote:

WOW! i love this thread guys. kudos mark

Before I get swallowed alive by the fish I will remind you and NEVER FORGET it's the rabbi in
the sombrero that created this thread.

as the rebbe shlita's gabbai and mefaresh, let me be me metzayen the following:

peloni almoni wrote:

i found a picture with REB mark and peloni almoni (the mexican ??"?)
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but who is the third rabbi? cords? me sayin'? mom? (he does look judgemental...) gevurah?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 08 Nov 2015 00:37
_____________________________________

and on that note ...

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 08 Nov 2015 05:40
_____________________________________

[quote="cordnoy" post=268010]markz wrote:

Before I get swallowed alive by the fish

In order to be swallowed alive by a fish, you have to be a prophet, and your name has to be
Yona. Not a truck named whatever.

========================================================================
====
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